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HARD BLOWS AT NAZI SUPPLY SHIPS

Following hard on the brilliant mid-week action of a Coastal

Command squadron when seven German ships were sunk or disabled,

another smashing attack on the Nazi North Sea supply lines was made

last night and this morning by Hudsons, Beauforts, and Blenheims of

Coastal Command.

The aircraft swept the enemy-occupied coast line from Southern

Norway to La Pallice in Brittany, bombing and machine-gunning ship
after ship, found either in secluded anchorages or steaming in convoy

close in to the coast.

Eleven ships were definitely hit by bombs, and a large tanker

in addition was almost certainly torpedoed this morning. Dutch and

Canadian squadrons were part of the striking force. Weather conditions

on this successful shipping hunt varied greatly. Some of the air-

craft found a cloudless sky and brilliant moonlight. Others ran into

dense cloud and bitterly cold weather which, in one instance, froze

the aircraft controls and made it practicably unmanageable. Even the

automatic pilot froze.

Outstanding was the achievement of a recently formed Canadian

squadron flying Lockheed Hudson bombers. They disabled at least 6

large and medium supply ships.

A lone aircraft from this squadron, patrolling near the Frisian

Islands, saw a heavily escorted convoy and sent back a report to base.

Other Hudsons were immediately sent out.

In the meantime, the single aircraft attacked the convoy from less

than mast height and scored a hit on a medium-sized ship.

When the others arrived, a second enemy convoy was located a few

miles away and the aircraft divided their attentions between them.

Five other ships were hit with heavy bombs and, in some cases

fires were started. A Squadron Leader, who dived to 20 feet, flew

down the middle of the convoy before dropping his bombs on the deck

of the vessel that appeared to be most heavily laden.

About a minute later, there was a tremendous explosion in this

ship and, as the Hudson circled, the crew saw flames leap to a height

of 500 feet - well above the aircraft.

Particularly fierce opposition was met by one Hudson which attacked

a large ship. Before the pilot saw his bombs burst on the vessel,
there was a storm of shell fire which severely damaged the aircraft.

One shell smashed the glass nose of the Hudson, and another put an

engine out of action. With great skill the pilot nursed the aircraft

back to his aerodrome on one engine and made a perfect landing.

A young Canadian Sergeant Pilot, who effectively bombed a large

ship, had his under-carriage hydraulic system damaged, and when he came

into land he found he could not get his wheels down. He made a successful

belly landing however, and none of the crew was injured.
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A Blenheim which spotted a very large supply vessel off

the Dutch coast dropped a stick of bombs, and it is estimated

that four of them found their mark on the ship. A few

seconds after the bombs had dropped there was a great explosion

and the ship burst into flames. On its way home, the Blenheim

found a smaller ship and the rear-gunner sprayed it with machine-

gun fire three times as the aircraft circled over it.

Two Hudsons, flown by the crews of the Royal Netherlands

Naval Air Service, each accounted for an enemy vessel on the

Norwegian coast.

One of them, near Lister, hit a flak ship in which there

was a big explosion. The other Dutch Hudson at Haugesund -

saw its bombs make debris of the superstructure of a supply ship

which soon became well alight.

Beauforts operating at Lister and Egersund, planted two

bombs on one medium-size merchant vessel and scored at least

one direct hit amidships on another of the same size.

Beauforts of the Coastal Command also had a busy night
and morning on the Brittany coast.

One of them raped into the harbour at la Pallice at

breakfast time today, aimed a torpedo at a large tanker

anchored in the roads, raked the decks with all its guns
and raced out again. There was no cloud cover when the
Beaufort reached la Pallice, so the pilot made a quick dash
in, very low on thewater.

The torpedo had been fired and the ship shot up before

the German A.A. batteries could come into action.

Then their fire converged on the Beaufort which had to turn

before the torpedo could reach its mark. The torpedo was

last seen only 250 yards from the tanker and running dead

straight for the stationary ship. A hit is believed to have

been certain.

The Beaufort itself was hit several times before it got
out of the harbour. The aerial was shot away and a cannon

shell made a 6 inch hole in the tail plane.

"But the aircraft flew so well that I didn't know we had

been hit until someone told me," said the pilot.

For the second time in a week Coastal Command Beauforts

saw the lights of northern and western France when they flew

down the Brittany coast during the night with bombs and

leaflets.

The bombs were dropped on the docks and shipping at

Lorient, La Pallice, St.Nazaire and Nantes, while the leaflets

were scattered over the houses.

Lights again appeared everywhere in the towns and

countryside. Even when they were flying very high, the

Beauforts would see pin points of light appear on the ground
and disappear again as though people had opened their doors and

windows and then closed them when the aircraft had passed.

One Beaufort flew down a country road as dawn was breaking.
Civilians in motor cars waved energetically as the aircraft roared

over only a few feet above their heads. One driver, whose car

was facing the Beaufort, flashed his headlights on and off until

it had passed.
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